NEXT GENERATION CITIES

Youth Inclusion, Mobilisation and Ecological Transition in Urban Areas

September 29th 2021 | h. 4.15 pm | @zoom

I Panel:
Urban Governance and Climate Change Resilient Cities:
Chair: Prof. Stefano Laporta, Professor of Environmental Justice and Climate Change, Sapienza University of Rome and Director of ISPRA
Speakers:
- Alfredo Fioritto, Professor of Administrative Law at the University of Pisa
- Sharon Burke, Director, Resources Security Group and Senior adviser at New America
- Chantal Pacteau, Senior scientist emerita at the French National Center for Scientific Research (CNRS)

II Panel:
Youth Inclusion and Mobilisation in Urban Areas:
Chair: Prof. Gianfranco Nucera, Professor of Environmental Justice and Climate Change, Sapienza University of Rome
Speakers:
- Cinzia Angeli, Sales Group Director at Procter & Gamble
- Giorgia Silvestri, Process facilitator, consultant and action researcher on sustainability and social innovation at the Dutch Research Institute for Transitions
- Ilenia de Finis, Master student in Economics and Management of Governments and International Organizations, Collaborator of the Think-Thank "Orizzonti Politici"

link: https://uniroma1.zoom.us/j/89502894302?pwd=cXRkYXRHUGk0Uk1nYzR1QVRWbktpQT09